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Thank you for your purchase of the
ULTRA-UC-DISINFECT (CITY WATER) REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE SET

CAUTION!!! – Please ensure you Turn Off the Water Supply at the cold-water line & open the
dedicated faucet (to release pressure) before opening/servicing the system. Ensure you place towels
around the leak-stopper device to absorb any water that may come near it and prevent it from
triggering.
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A. Remove Shrink Wrapping and insert the
cartridges as follows:
Chamber #1 - SuperBlockTM
Chamber #2 - Close Empty for now.
Chamber #3 - FluorSorb-MAXTM
Chamber #4 - Close Empty for now.
*We recommend to hand tighten housings when closing to
avoid over-tightening. Use wrench only if still leaking.
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Note: If you’re re-using your existing UltraFiltration
Membrane, it must first be sanitized: Soak in 10-15%
Hydrogen Peroxide for 60 min or in 3% for 12 hours in a glass
container (e.g. vase); Or Steam for 30 minutes (e.g. in strainer,
over boiling water, covered and low flame). Rinse well and
place back into unit.

B. If you have our gallon-meter: Reset it to 500
gallons. (See instructions that came with it).
C. Slowly turn on the cold-water valve, check all
connection points on filter for leaks.

D. Open the filter’s faucet and let the water run on full for 5 minutes then shut off water supply to
filter via the cold-water valve. Leave filter's faucet “on” to release water pressure.
E. Insert the 2nd cartridge (UltraFiltration Membrane) into Chamber #2 and the 4th Cartridge
(AntiRad-PlusTM) into Chamber #4, flush the entire system again for 10 additional minutes.
Note: Water may be cloudy from harmless minerals for about a week as cartridges adapt; to speed-up
the adaptation: Run the system in 15-20 second bursts more often throughout the day.

YOUR SYSTEM IS NOW READY FOR USE!
*To Disconnect
the tubing from
any connections:
*For Reference, Installation Diagram on Back
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